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THE MEDICAL MAFIA
  [back] Allopathy     Cartels

"They are running a monopoly and they will lie, cheat and steal to keep it that way."---Dr 
Eva Snead

[Mafia is an Euphemism for Psychopathic. This group of psychopaths runs Allopathy. 
Known as IG Farben in Germany which merged with Rockefeller (the creator of Allopathy 
Inc) before the war.  Only the top people in Allopathy know the whole truth on Allopathic 
medicine, and covert-vaccine agendas. Most visible entity would be the AMA whose antics 
over the years make Pol Pot look like a choir boy (he, incidentally, was funded by the CIA).  
They run the typically Mafia huge extortion scheme known as the DISEASE PROTECTION 
RACKET.  It is also the main foundation of the Matrix mind control as Fear of Disease in the 
first world is the main fear of Fear   Inc  .
    Best expose in book form is The Medical Mafia by   Guylaine Lanctot, M.D  ,    Naked 
Empress by H  ans Ruesc  h   & The Drug Story by Morris Beale. How the Drug Trust took over 
medicine can be read in Murder By Injection by Eustace Mullins.  How they suppressed 
Homeopathy can be read in Divided Legacy Vol 3: by Harris L. Coulter. 
    Suppressed or ignored dozens of disease cures in cancer, AIDS, Alzheimer's, cot-death, 
infections, arthritis, heart disease etc, as this Tyrant runs on Power & money fuelled by fear 
of disease, propaganda & it's covert monopoly.  Ego denial helps keep her in power.  This Empress when naked is Satanic 
(vaccination: 666) & run by psychopaths.  One of the main money sources for the Elite, hence its power.  Just like most 
soldiers have no idea about the real reasons for wars like Iraq, most medical workers have no idea Allopathy is run purely 
for profit, and is out to harm and kill--- most of these people are not ready to be unplugged and many are so hopelessly 
dependent on the system, they will fight to protect it.1 .  To see its true nature exposed see one of its main rackets--Cancer.]
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Leading cause of death through Iatrogenic disease
Main control ploy: Fear of Disease

Suppress alternatives
Persecuted doctors
Profits   first  
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Natural Healing 
Covert   vaccine agendas  
Vaccine Disease Racket quotes
One drug to cause, another to treat
Drug vaccine deception

Treatment of vaccine victims
Child experiments
Human Experiments
Human Experiments timeline

Laetrile

See: Allopathy Inc personality profile Lying repeatedly without remorse, knowingly cheats to win, takes advantage of 
“suckers,” tells other what they want to hear, knowingly cheats to win, dishonest, Lacking any remorse or guilt, Acting in a 
conning or manipulative way, Displaying signs criminal diversity, dishonest, vengeful, pitiless, intimidating and bullying, 
fear-mongering, amoral, manipulative, exploitive, specializes in creating false images to sell self, dominating.

[2010 Jan] Naked Intimidation: The Wakefield Inquisition is Only the Tip of the Autism Censorship Iceberg By Mark F. Bl
axill

The Truth About the Rockefeller Drug Empire: The Drug Story By Hans Ruesch

GANGSTERS IN MEDICINE By Thomas Smith

[2003] Depopulation and HIV by Jon Rappoport

 "The medical cartel, at the highest level, is not out to help people, it is out to harm them, to weaken them.  To kill them. At 
one point in my career, I had a long conversation with a man who occupied a high government position in an African 
nation. He told me that he was well aware of this. He told me that WHO is a front for these depopulation interests."--Jon 
Rappoport interview

"The medical monopoly or medical trust, euphemistically called the American Medical Association, is not merely the 
meanest monopoly ever organized, but the most arrogant, dangerous and despotic organisation which ever managed a free 
people in this or any other age. Any and all methods of healing the sick by means of safe, simple and natural remedies are 
sure to be assailed and denounced by the arrogant leaders of the AMA doctors' trust as fakes, frauds and humbugs. Every 
practitioner of the healing art who does not ally himself with the medical trust is denounced as a 'dangerous quack' and 
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impostor by the predatory trust doctors. Every sanitarian who attempts to restore the sick to a state of health by natural 
means without resort to the knife or poisonous drugs, disease imparting serums, deadly toxins or vaccines, is at once 
pounced upon by these medical tyrants and fanatics, bitterly denounced, vilified and persecuted to the fullest extent"---J.W 
Hodge, M.D

A large part of this medical disaster that the United States currently experiences is due to the way our medical community is 
organized. Basically it is not organized to heal and to cure disease; the medical community, particularly at its upper levels, 
is a commercial venture organized to make money for its practitioners.   The Cardiac surgeon, for example, does nothing 
whatsoever to cure cardiac disease. Three to five percent of the heart surgery patients die on the operating table. Cardiac 
surgery provides no better three year survival rate than no treatment at all. A Harvard survival study of 200,000 patients 
revealed that the long term survival rate of patients subjected to surgery was no better than the survival rate of those that 
had no surgery. GANGSTERS IN MEDICINE By Thomas Smith 

"1935 The Pellagra Incident. After millions of individuals die from Pellagra over a span of two decades, the U.S. Public 
Health Service finally acts to stem the disease. The director of the agency admits it had known for at least 20 years that 
Pellagra is caused by a niacin deficiency but failed to act since most of the deaths occured within poverty-striken black 
populations."---A History Of US Secret Human Experimentation
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